ADDENDUM B — GATEWAY TONES INTO TIMESPACE
FIRST CENTROMERE GATEWAY
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ET frequencies 2 [615 162 726]
Giving Tones

Future
[615 162 726]
Past
[162 726 273]
Parallel Present
[726 273 837]

Receiving Tones

[627 261 516]
[738 321 516]
[738 372 627]

Directional Gateways

Past to Present
Present to Past
Present to/from
Parallel Present
Present to Future
Future to Present

[273 372]
[837 738]
[726 627]
[261 162]
[615 516]

A rather unexplainable phenomenon is occurring. In the front section of the white paper, I tell
about how video files had been destroyed and how two thumb-drive backups had been stolen
from Matthew Michael’s locked safe, that showed no evidence of breaking and entering. Over
a two week period, both thumb drives reappeared, one in his back yard where a series of
geometric shapes have showing up in the ground for the last year. The thumb drive was buried
half-way into the ground of this area. The second thumb drive appeared a week later in his
basement wrapped in clothing that did not belong to Matt. Both drives had files returned that
previously were not on either drive. These were photos that had not been stored on any of
Matt’s computers or backup drives. Plus what also showed up were encrypted files that Matt
unzipped to reveal a Hubble photo of the Helix Nebula, along with the ET frequency in
Addendum A and the above frequency in Addendum B. I took the photo to be a hint that DNA
has access to space/time. What follows is the decoding of these two frequency patterns that
leads to DNA access of timespace.
It should be noted upfront that this information should be used wisely. Any time one moves
into the future, it is altered by the Heisenburg principle. And any time the past, present, or
future is altered, there are consequences in a human being’s life. Nothing should be altered
unless it is for that person’s greatest benefit and highest good.
It also needs to be noted that the frequencies in Addendum A should be used first to make
sure all the chakras are clear and balanced. Chakra tuning forks may be used as well in
clearing the chakras. In the past, the angelic realm has stated in certain teachings, involving

healing tones and sacred oils, that the chakras need to be cleared first. Chakras,
themselves, are gateways within the body. And if the body is going to be altered for
whatever reason, these chakras should first be cleared so as allow the full effect of the
tones and/or the oils to operate with no impedance.
What I have discovered is that the chakras are the chi source for feeding what I call the
Christ Body merkaba. We have actual Kirlian video of this merkaba rotating above
people’s heads, especially those who have been initiated during an angelic gathering
weekend. I suspect that the same occurs with those initiated into diksha. What also should
be noted is that the merkaba rotates at different speeds depending on the person’s soul ray
color. See Joe Crane’s and my book on The Masters Return for more detail on this. The
Christ Body merkaba must be rotating at the correct frequency before any of these tones
are used. So make sure all the chakras are clear and in balance before using these
frequencies. Do not mistake “clearing” for “opening.” Chakras do not have to be open for
these frequencies to be used.
When clearing chakras, all chakras should be cleared in the same session. And the best
order for clearing them is thusly:
heart ... throat ... solar plexus ... sacral ... 3rd eye ... root ... crown
There is a reason for this order that relates to how the angels work with our bodies: Christ
Body, then spiritual-mental, then mental, then emotional, then spiritual-emotional, then
physical, then spiritual-physical. This particular order is also connected to the Angelic
Merkaba and the stones that are attached to the merkaba. The angelic realm always
approaches humanity through the following sequence: Mental, Emotional, and then the
Physical. The Spiritual is sub-divided into the Spiritual-Mental, Spiritual-Emotional, and
the Spiritual-Physical. And the order that the angels use within the Spiritual is in a
descending energetic sequence of Spiritual-Physical, Spiritual-Emotional, and then
Spiritual-Mental.
Here is the pattern that determines these frequencies as a set. Firstly if you add any of the
frequencies to it neighbor you get an angelic harmonic:
[615 162 726] ... 615+162 = 777 ... 162+726 = 888
The difference between the first and second frequency and the second and third frequency are
always the reverse counterpart, being either a Scale 2 or a Scale 9 frequency.
615-162 = 543 ... 162-726 = 345
This pattern holds in all the frequencies in this addendum. What this means is that all the
frequencies are binomial to one another. There exist only five solfeggio giving-frequencies
(flowing right) and five solfeggio receiving-frequencies (flowing left) in this gateway:

giving freqs: 837 372 726 261 615

receiving freqs: 738 273 726 261 615
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The same pattern shows up when each frequency is coupled with its reverse opposite:
[837 738 837]

837-738 = 198 ... 738-837 = 891
837+738= 666 ... 738+837= 666

Thus we have paired chord frequencies that are used to first open the gateway and then the triple
chord frequencies to create healing with intent once the gateway is opened. To decide whether to
use giving or receiving frequencies, take a look at the purpose of the intent. If the intent is to
release issues from the past or release past karma, then giving (up) frequencies are used. If one’s
intent is to bring blessings in from the future or to move into a place of preparing for a better
future, then receiving (allowing) frequencies are used. It is recommended that an experienced
facilitator be used in deciding whether a person is ready for such change or whether the person’s
best purpose and highest good are at work. Likewise, few people are able and ready to work with
jumps from past directly to future, so most need to take steps in the present first. So there are
five steps associated with DNA timespace work.
Past to Present
[273 372]
Present to/from Parallel Present
Present to Future
[261 162]

Present to Past
[726 627]
Future to Present

[837 738]
[615 516]

I have not had occasion yet to determine whether the timespace gates have to be opened before
using the giving or receiving frequencies or the other way around. This is a lot of new
information that will keep everyone associated with this information quite busy as we further
explore the impact of the Ascension Frequencies.

